First, a new concept, positive Hilbert spaces, is introduced and some fundamental inequalities which are applied to studying the properties of the resolvent operator associated for (γ G , λ)-weak-GRD set-valued mappings are introduced and discussed in positive Hilbert spaces. Next, by using the resolvent operator and fixed point theory, an existence theorem and an approximation algorithm to solve a new class of general nonlinear ordered inclusions are established and suggested. In this field, the results obtained seem to be general in nature. MSC: 49J40; 47H06
Introduction
Generalized nonlinear variational inclusion was introduced and studied by Hassouni and Moudafi [] ; it is useful and important in, for example, optimization and control, nonlinear programming, economics, mathematics, physics and engineering sciences. On the other hand, in , a number of solutions of nonlinear equations were introduced and studied by Amann [] ; and in recent years, the nonlinear mapping fixed point theory and application have been intensively studied in ordered Banach spaces [-] . Therefore, it is very important and natural for generalized nonlinear ordered variational inequalities (ordered equation) to be studied and discussed.
In , the author introduced the generalized nonlinear ordered variational inequalities (the ordered equations) and studied an approximation algorithm and an approximation solution for a class of generalized nonlinear ordered variational inequalities and ©2014 Li et al.; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. http://www.fixedpointtheoryandapplications.com/content/2014/1/146 ordered equations in ordered Banach spaces [] . In , by using the B-restrictedaccretive method of the mapping A with constants α  , α  , the author introduced and studied a new class of general nonlinear ordered variational inequalities and equations and established an existence theorem and an approximation algorithm of solutions for this kind of generalized nonlinear ordered variational inequalities (equations) in ordered Banach spaces [] . In , by using the resolvent operator associated with an RME setvalued mapping, the author introduced and studied a class of nonlinear inclusion problems for ordered RME set-valued mappings to find x ∈ X such that  ∈ M(x) (M(x) is a set-valued mapping), and the existence theorem of solutions and an approximation algorithm for this kind of nonlinear inclusion problems for ordered extended set-valued mappings in ordered Hilbert spaces [] . In , the author introduced and studied a class of nonlinear inclusion problems for ordered (α, λ)-NODM set-valued mappings and then, applying the resolvent operator associated with (α, λ)-NODM set-valued mappings, established the existence theorem on the solvability and a general algorithm applied to the approximation solvability of the nonlinear inclusion problem of this class of nonlinear inclusion problems, based on the existence theorem and the new (α, λ)-NODM model in an ordered Hilbert space [] . In Banach spaces, the author proved sensitivity analysis of the solution for a new class of general nonlinear ordered parametric variational inequalities to find
and F(·, ·) are single-valued mappings) in  [] . In this field, the obtained results seem to be general in nature.
Very recently, in , the author introduced and studied characterizations of ordered (α A , λ)-weak-ANODD set-valued mappings, which was applied to solving an approximate solution for a new class of general nonlinear mixed order quasi-variational inclusions involving ⊕ operator in ordered Banach spaces [] and GNM ordered variational inequality system with ordered Lipschitz continuous mappings in ordered Banach spaces [] . In , a class of nonlinear mixed ordered inclusion problems for ordered (α A , λ)-ANODM set-valued mappings with strong comparison mapping A [] and sensitivity analysis for GSV parametric OVI with (α, λ)-NODSM mappings in ordered Banach spaces [] were introduced and studied. Now, it is excellent that we are introducing positive Hilbert spaces and studying the properties of (γ G , λ)-weak ordered GRD set-valued mappings, which is applied to finding a solution for a new class of general nonlinear ordered inclusion frameworks involving a strong comparison mapping in positive Hilbert spaces. For details, we refer the reader to [-] and the references therein.
Fundamental inequalities in positive Hilbert spaces
In this paper, unless specified otherwise, X expresses a real ordered Hilbert space with an inner product ·, · , a norm · , a zero element θ , a normal cone P with normal constant N >  and a partially ordered relation ≤ defined by a normal cone P. For x, y ∈ X, x and y are said to be comparable to each other if and only if x ≤ y (or y ≤ x) holds (denoted by x ∝ y for x ≤ y and y ≤ x) [] . CB(X) expresses the family of all nonempty closed bounded subsets of X.
Lemma . ([]) Let X be an ordered Hilbert space and ≤ be a partially ordered relation.
( 
Definition . An ordered Hilbert space X is said to be a positive Hilbert space with a partially ordered relation ≤ (denoted by X P ) if for any x, y ∈ X, x ≥ θ and y ≥ θ , then
x, y ≥ .
Example . Let X = R n be a real n-dimensional ordered inner product space with or-
cone, then R n P is a positive Hilbert space.
Theorem . (Inequalities I) If X is an ordered Hilbert space, for x, y, z, w ∈ X, then
Proof Obviously, ()-() hold for Lemma . and Definition .. For x, y, z, w ∈ X, we have (
and hence () holds for x + y = y + x and x ⊕ y = y ⊕ x.
Proof From Lemma ., Definition . and Theorem . it follows that ()-() hold. Let θ ≤ z, by () in Lemma . and ()-() in Theorem ., hold
It follows that () holds. - : X →  X be an inverse mapping of (G + λM).
Properties of (γ

(G(x)) and v y ∈ M(G(y)) such that
where v x and v y are α I -elements, respectively. Since G is a β-ordered compressed mapping so that 
Approximation solution for GNOVI frameworks
In this section, by using Theorems . and . and Theorem ., we study a new class of GNOVI frameworks in positive Hilbert spaces. Let X P be a real positive Hilbert space with a normal constant N , a norm · , an inner product ·, · and zero θ . Let M : X → CB(X) and ρM(x) = {ρv|v ∈ M(x)} be two set-valued mappings. We consider the problem: For w ∈ X and ρ > , find x ∈ X such that 
then there exists a solution x * of GNOVI (.), which is a fixed point of J G M,λ , that is converged strongly by a sequence {x n } ∞ n= generated by the following algorithm: For any given x  ∈ X and any  < a < , set
Proof Let X P be a positive Hilbert space with normal constant N , let G be a strong comparison and β-ordered compression mapping, and let
w) has a fixed point x * , which is a solution x * for GNOVI (.), from Lemma . and (.).
For any x  ∈ X and  < a < , by using (.), (.) and Theorem ., the following hold: 
